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Tourism professionals

Essentially, to enjoy art
Barcelona

The Palau Nacional

The building was inaugurated
in 1929 for the International
Exposition. An iconic and highly
visible Barcelona building, it houses
the Museu Nacional d’Art de
Catalunya and displays the most
important national and international
art movements.

Church of Sant Climent de Taüll (Vall de Boí, Alta Ribagorça, Lleida)

A collection unique
to the world

1920

To prevent them from
being exported and
to conserve them, the
paintings were taken
from the inside of the
church and transported
to the Museum.

2000

The architecture of the
Romanesque churches
in the Vall de Boí was
declared World Heritage
by UNESCO.

The Museu Nacional d’Art de
Catalunya cares for the best
collection of Romanesque mural
paintings in the world. Along with
Gothic art, the Museum offers
Room 7 of the Museu Nacional Sant Climent de Taüll mural paintings

a fascinating journey through
medieval art.

Lucas Cranach (the Elder), The Ill-Matched Couple, 1517

Great European
Renaissance and
Baroque painters

At turn
20th
century

This collection has
been possible thanks to
donations from private
collectors.

Great names in painting from the
15th, 16th, 17th and 18th centuries:
Tintoretto, Cranach, El Greco,
Ribera, Zurbarán, Velázquez,
Rubens, Canaletto, Tiziano... in a
Museum presentation that puts
Giovanni Antonio Canal (Canaletto), Return of ‘Il Bucintoro’ on Ascension Day, 1745-1750

the best of period Catalan art into
perspective.

Inside of Els Quatre Gats, with a replica of the work Ramon Casas
and Pere Romeu on a Tandem, kept at the Museu Nacional

Reference centre
for Catalan
Modernisme

1897

Els Quatre Gats caférestaurant opened. Regulars
included Casas, Rusiñol,
Utrillo and Picasso, and it
was the heart of bohemia in
Barcelona.

20th
century

Our modern art collection
includes great names like
Fortuny, Dalí and Picasso.
The artistic vanguard is
represented by artists such
as Juli González, Gargallo
and Miró, and by art
disciplines like photography
and cinema, revived during
this period.

Barcelona is the capital of
Modernisme, Catalonia’s most
distinguished art movement and
one of the most creative times
in Catalan art. The furniture
and decorative arts exhibited
at the Museum transport us to
the Modernist and bourgeoisie
Barcelona of the 19th and 20th
centuries.

The Gaudí
revolution

1904-1912

1974

Gaudí designed the interiors of the Casa Milà and
the Casa Batlló. The Museum exhibits the original
furniture and decorative objects from these two iconic
Modernista houses in Barcelona.
The design of the hydraulic, or cement, flooring that
Gaudí created for the Casa Milà were applied to the
tiles on Barcelona’s Passeig de Gràcia.

Gaudí was a revolutionary
of art at his time due to
his innovative designs.
Along with his collaborator,
architect and designer Josep
Maria Jujol, he created his
original language inspired by
nature and organic forms.

Visitor services
Services that complement your experience of visiting the Museum

Audio guides

CULINARY SPACES

Shop

Languages available
Catalan
Spanish
English
French
Russian
Italian
JapAnese

Audio guides

SOON IN CHINESE AND GERMAN

The audio guide service lets you take an independent tour of the Museum’s
collections, providing you with complete and additional information: comments on
the most noteworthy pieces, complementary information on artistic periods, art
techniques, artists, and much more.

Culinary spaces

Different proposals:
Cafè is the restaurant-café located in the middle of the Oval Hall, where you can take a
pleasant break for refreshments and snacks during your visit to the Museum.
Òleum Restaurant is located in the former Throne room and has a fusion menu of traditional
Mediterranean-Catalan cuisine with an innovative modern twist. You can enjoy some of the best
panoramic views of the city of Barcelona from its large windows.

Shop

The shop has a selection of original products, some inspired by the works in the
collections, lovely souvenirs and memories of your time with us at the Museum and
of the city of Barcelona.

Tailor-made experiences
Exclusive and small format experiences in a privileged setting

Exclusive visits

GASTRONOMY

360 o views

Exclusive visits

Gastronomy

Department of Restoration and Preventive

The artwork storerooms. Visit an area reserved

The unique collection of the Museum. Visiting the

Òleum Restaurant, in the hands of the

Conservation. Visit our conservation laboratories to

for professionals. This is where all the works not

Museum’s collection can be a unique experience:

two Michelin star chef Fina Puigdevall,

learn about the research tasks done by the Museum’s

currently exhibited are protected and stored, and

themed tours, visiting during special times and tours

proposes a menu inspired by two of

restorers. A fusion between science and art.

where the most important and the most unknown

by expert guides.

the Museum’s most iconic collections:

jobs are done.

Romanesque and Modernisme.

360O views

A privileged perspective. The Roof-Viewpoint offer wonderful panoramic 360º views of
the city of Barcelona. The Maria Cristina Viewpoint lets us delight in the light and colour
show of the Montjuïc Magic Fountains, and the Olympic Ring Viewpoint offers views of
the Mediterranean coastline. Bar service during the summer.

Tourism professionals
Proposals for your clients

Agreements

Distances

Tourism
professionals

Services and special offers for the sector. We have offers and proposals for all companies in the tourism sector:
tour operators, travel agencies, OTAs, hotels and cruises. We offer special prices and personalised service.

Individual ticket

Group ticket + glass of cava

Individual ticket + audio guide
+ glass of cava

Group Ticket

Exclusive visits

Reception for Fam Trips

Plaça Espanya

16 min.

15 min.

Passeig de Gràcia 34 min.

54 min.

Poble Espanyol

10 min.

11 min.

Les Rambles

28 min.

34 min.

Fundació Joan Miró 8 min.

9 min.

T.+34 93 622 03 76
turisme@museunacional.cat

Partner institutions of the Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya

The Museu Nacional obtained IQNet SR10 certification for social responsibility, the first public cultural institution and museum in Spain to obtain this certificate.
The Museum has also obtained the environmental management certifications ISO 14001 (GA-2011/0486) and EMAS (ES-CAT-000385).
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